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I like the color of this Bible cover and fabric but it was too big. I measured my Bible and ordered a
Medium size and measurements given by description were to give about an inch bigger for my Bible
to be able to move freely without being too tight. When I got the cover it was more like 2"-3" bigger.
My Bible slid around in the cover and I had to hold tight to it to keep it from falling out. BUT I was
contacted by the Seller and they were very kind and resolved the problem very graciously by
sending me a smaller one free of charge. This Seller is to be commended for their willingness to
make amends. I would recommend this item. Just remember it runs large.

This seems to be a nice cover, well made, nice fabric, pleasing gray color, but I have to mark it
down because of the size issue mentioned by several other reviewers. I wanted a cover for a
smallish sized bible so ordered the "medium" sized cover. At the top of the ad it states â€œMedium:
6 1/8" x 8 7/8" x 1 Ã‚Â½" and these dimensions are also on the tag attached to the cover when
received. Lower down in the ad it states 10.5 x 8.1 x 1.9 inches. So which is it? And do these
dimensions refer to the exterior dimensions of the cover, or the size of the book that it is meant to fit.
Well it was way too big to fit the bible I had bought it for, (measuring 5.5 x 8.25 x 1). Luckily I had
another bible that I could use it for, which fit quite nicely. It measures 9.5 x 6.5 x 1.75. My guess is
the biggest book it would fit (again, the â€œMediumâ€• size model) is 10 x 7 x 2. Be warned!

This is perfect! Very non-descript, simple design with not a ton of extra frill. I love the outside pocket
that fits a small notebook and a couple of extra pens. I really like the pen loop on the inside to keep
my hi-liter handy for notes. Quality zipper and cloth.

This cover is inexpensive, well made considering the price and nice looking. I generally use
paperback covered Bibles and this does the job protecting it (which makes them last much longer)
and carrying the extras I need for Bible study and RCIA classes. The outside zipper pouch carries
pen, pencil, highlighter, Book Points (for those not in the know, these are great little metal place
makers that slide onto the page and help you keep track of multiple important scripture passages)
and a small note pad.

for the new smaller hard-covered Amplified I got recently. In the old days there were Christian stores
and I was able to get stronger, prettier covers for my two King James. But I didn't want to spend a
small fortune, and covers are now very expensive evidently.This simple one is growing on us (I got

two), though we don't use the fish symbol ourselves.

It does the job. I bought two of these for my Granddaughters med sized KJV Bible's and they were
too big. Also the fabric is really cheap and rough to the touch. We kept them because they were
Easter presents and I figured if they start READING (Lord Willing) their Bible's, it would get a little
thicker and fit better.

Either I didn't get the measurements correct or I mismeasured my Bible.. but this cover didn't fit.
Seems to be of decent quality though. Upon contacting seller, the situation was corrected and I am
a happy customer.

Sized wrong :-/ the cover says Large yet measures exlarge! Not Sellers fault. It is who manufactured
it. They put the wrong labels on the covers if you want to buy one of these covers I suggest trying a
size lower?
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